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WIRELESS  TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

A GREEN SOLUTION FOR 
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
BUILDINGS

During the occupied season: 

Make guests more comfortable by accurately 
controlling their environment.

Save energy by implementing optional energy saving strategies:

 -Set temperature limits for rental units

 -Automatically reduce heat when a room is unoccupied

 -Coordinate energy use with smart meter discount time  
 periods

Automatically control other energy using loads such as lighting, 
hot water and public areas.

 During the unoccupied season:
Save substantially on heating costs by turning the heat way down . 
Our accurate controls allow you to do this with comfort -- and  lets 
you monitor it at any time.

All year long:
Control outdoor lighting, irrigation and other assets based on 
schedules.

You can wirelessly control:

Baseboard heaters Electric and gas heaters

Oil Furnaces Hot Water tanks

Room ptac controllers Heatpumps

Indoor and outdoor lighting Rooftop controllers 

Access your  building controls from 
anywhere over the INTERNET

SAVE UP TO 50% ON HEATING COSTS
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WIRELESS TEMPERATURE CONTROLS -- HOW THEY WORK

Walker Technologies’ wireless controls are the 
lowest cost solution for controlling baseboard 
heaters or other loads.  For room or zone control 
a conventional thermostat or controller is used. 
This thermostat contains a radio that links to a 
wireless network called a ZIGBEE mesh network 
communicating back to a central location.  You 
can also  control lights, hot tubs, and hot water 
tanks.  Where a load that is larger than the 
maximum rated load is controlled, an additional 
load control relay (heater relay) is required.
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WZ_LVS250  

Single Zone Baseboard Controller 

The single zone WZ_LVS250 controls one zone 
of baseboard heating accurately to within a 
few tenths of a deg.c.   The Walker Temperature 
Predictor in the software compensates for self 
heating and “wall effects” to ensure stable 
control.  The WZ_LVS250 responds to a knob 
setpoint or a supervisory command sent over the 
wireless network. The integral motion detector 
can turn down the heat based on occupancy to 
save energy.

MODELS:

WZ_LVS250  -- 80 to 250 VAC

WZ_LVS25  -- 25V  Controller

NOTE:

These devices can be set to an ON/OFF mode 
for controlling loads such as lighting, which is 
normally controlled by a schedule.

WZ_TERMINAL

 Multiple Zone Wireless Master Control Box

For multiple zone control, individual thermostats 
are linked to a wireless network “master” 
controller that determines system operation.  The 
WZ_TERMINAL allows operator input or a contact 
closure to trigger the “on” state of the zones in 
the attached wireless system.  When the system  
is “on” the WZ_TERMINAL transmits an “on” 
command to all the controllers in the network.  
When “on”,  or Occupied, the LVSTATS control to 
the temperature set by setpoint knob and when 
“off” control to the preset low (or Unoccupied) 
temperature.

The WZ_TERMINAL can be triggered to or from 
Occupied Mode by:

1.  Internet command via a PC.

2. Pushing a button on the WZ_TERMINAL.

3. Contact closure from a remote switch or home 
control system.

contact closure

WZ_LVS250

Outdoor Sensor

ZIGBEE W
ireless

WZ_TERMINAL

The ZIGBEE mesh network makes 
installation easy and flexible
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Some of the strategies and 
options available
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Occupied/Unoccupied State

When the system is set to UNoccupied state, The 
WZ_TERMINAL commands all the LVSTATS to use 
the Unoccupied setpoint.  When the system is set 
to Occupied mode, the LVSTATS revert to their 
KNOB setpoint.  In this way there is no need to 
change any room setpoint before you leave, once 
you are happy with the temperature for Occupied 
mode.

Unoccupied  Setpoint

The UNoccupied temperature setpoint can 
be fixed or based on outdoor temperature, so 
that as it gets colder outside the UNoccupied 
temperature setpoint is adjusted higher to give 
insurance against power outages.

Minimum and Maximum Setpoint

The minimum and maximum setpoints can be set 
for each zone. These override the knob setpoint. 
This is useful for keeping renters from turning 
up the heat to high or maintaining a minimum 
temperature.

Current Setpoint

The setpoint currently being used by the 
controller.

Knob Setpoint

The setpoint on the WZ_LVSTAT  rotary KNOB.

Night Setpoint 

If you normally open your window at night, 
having a night setpoint in a zone ensures your 
heat will turn down at night. By adjusting the “on 
time”, you can make sure it is warn when you get 
up.

Night Schedule

Set day and night time schedules during 
Occupied mode.  If you are away during the day, 
or not using some areas, there is no point heating 
empty spaces.

Last transmit

Is the number of minutes since last transmission 
from each of the zones.

No motion Hours

Is the number of hours since motion was 
detected in each zone.

WIRELESS TEMPERATURE CONTROLS -- OPERATION
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WEB PAGE Connection

A WEB PAGE connection is available, via the 
Internet, or from any Computer or handheld 
Internet device. 

TELENET Connection

A telenet connection is also available for areas 
with low Internet bandwidth.

To configure and control your system, an Internet 
connection is used to connect from your PC 
to the WZ_TERMINAL.  This gives access to the 
operation and setup screens.  From these screens, 
the operator can command the on/off state of 
the heating system as well as set up particulars 
of its operation. This connection also allows you 
to remotely view operation or turn up the heat 
remotely from your PC or phone.

Up to 20 zones 
 of wireless WZ_LVS250  

or other wireless 
devices

Computer or 
Smart Phone

Internet
WZ_TERMINAL

Local or Remote PC 
with  

Internet

WIRELESS TEMPERATURE CONTROLS -- CONNECTION

internet
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